MODEL 90340 SERIES STROBE ANTI-COLLISION/LED POSITION LIGHT ASSEMBLY (FOR COMPOSITE WINGTIP STRUCTURE) - 90340 series with addition of 3 feet of braided bonded RFI coated glass: strobe, Clear Polycarbonate: Navigation Lights

- **LED Colors:** Aviation Red, Aviation Green & Aviation White
- **Weight:** 0.25 lbs. (499gm) @ 28 VDC
- **Exposed Height:** 2.70" (69mm)
- **Lens:** Clear RFI coated glass: strobe, Clear Polycarbonate: Navigation Lights

_MODEL 71110 SERIES STROBE ANTI-COLLISION/LED POSITION LIGHT ASSEMBLY - 71110 series is a wing tip mounted strobe anti-collision/position light assembly utilizing LEDs for the forward position light. The LED's provide a significant reduction in current draw over conventional position light bulbs.

- **LED Navigation Light Power Consumption:** 0.25 amps @ 14 VDC, 0.50 lbs. (227gm) 14 VDC, 0.65 lbs. (295gm) 28 VDC
- **Exposed Height:** 2.70" (69mm)
- **LED Colors:** Aviation Red, Aviation Green
- **Weight:** 0.20 lbs. (91gm) @ 14 VDC, 0.25 lbs. (113gm) @ 28 VDC
- **Lens:** Clear RFI coated glass: strobe, Clear Polycarbonate: Navigation Lights

_MODEL A550A SERIES - A550A series combination strobe/tail navigation light used when the wing tip anti-collision lights are mounted in an enclosure and can't provide 360° of strobe coverage. It is a direct replacement for the standard tail position light. Available in a radio-shielded version. Voltage (14 or 28) and mounting (horizontal or vertical) must be specified when ordering.

- **Weight:** 0.3 lbs. (136gm)
- **Exposed Height:** 1.7" (43mm)
- **Diameter:** 1.5" (38mm) FAA/PMA, FAA TSO-C30b

_MODEL 50626 SERIES STROBE TUBE ASSEMBLY - 50626 series strobe tube assemblies are used with the following model numbers listed in chart below:

- **LED Position Light Consumption:** 2 amps @ 14 VDC, 1 amp @ 28 VDC
- **Specifications:** Exposed Height: 1.4" (36mm) Diameter: 1.06" (27mm) Power Consumption: 2 amps @ 14 VDC, 1 amp @ 28 VDC Weight: 0.1 lbs. (45gm)
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